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- **PRE-SIP TRAINING PROGRAM (2015-16)**

SIHS conducted a Pre SIP training Program on “Communications & Soft Skills development” from 1st to 4th March 2016, which was attended by students of MBA-HHM.

The Pre-SIP focused on goal setting, personal grooming, business etiquettes and group discussions.
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CAREER ORIENTATION SESSIONS FOR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (2015-16)

Faculties of Medical Technology department conducted informative career counseling sessions week from 18th to 23rd Jan 2016. Details regarding the future scope of the specialization, research activity, working/functioning of technologist at a hospital set up, roles & responsibilities of a technologist, placements & skill requirement details were informed to the students. This exercise helped students decide their specialization course in the second year. Based on these interactions students can make a informed decision regarding the specialization they choose. The session was attended by Medical technology students.
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